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Cognitive restructuring – The mechanism of CBT

Definition :

Cognitive restructuring is the mechanism of CBT and
a technique that has been successfully used to help people
change the way they think.



Obesity: Motivational Approach

Objectives:

1. Understand the neurobiological principles associated with
weight gain.

2. Understand the subconscious aspects of appetite control
and the external agents that can modulate it.

3. Determine the conscious aspects of our behavior that
modulate overconsumption of food.



MODULE CONVERSATIONS (MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING)

Ask Listen Summarize Inform/ Invite



New Canadian Guidelines

Sean Wharton, et al. Obesity in adults: a clinical practice guideline CMAJ Aug 2020, 192 (31)

• Obesity is a complex chronic disease in which abnormal
or excess body fat (adiposity) impairs health, increases
the risk of long-term medical complications and reduces
lifespan.

• People living with obesity face substantial bias and
stigma, which contribute to increased morbidity and
mortality independent of weight or body mass index.

• Obesity care should be based on evidence-based
principles, move beyond simplistic approaches of “eat
less, move more,” and address the root drivers of
obesity.



When behaviour meets biology



Knowledge Translation MODULES



INTERNALIZED
WEIGHT BIAS



Learn to invite/inform your patient that obesity is

1. a real disease,

2. not your fault

3. something for which treatment exists

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS OBJECTIVES



Weight Bias refers to negative
attitudes and stereotypes
about obesity and people living
with obesity - judging a
person’s values, skills, abilities,
or personality based on their
body weight or shape.

They have no
willpower

They are lazy

They are
unmotivated

You know what
their problem is?

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS DEFINITION



Survey of 13,996 adults currently engaged in
weight management Modified Weight Bias
Internalization Scale (WBIS-M)

WBIS-M scores were associated
with:

Rebecca L. Pearl - relevence and correlates of weight bias internalization in weight management:A
multinational study: Population Health 13 (2021)

greater weight gain in the past year

poorer mental and physical HRQOL,

less eating and physical activity self-efficacy

Greater eating as coping strategy

more avoidance of going to the gym

poorer body image

greater perceived stress

I am am lazy,
unmotivated and

have no willpower

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS THE PROBLEM



EXECUTIVE

MOTIVATIONAL

HOMEOSTATIC

 70% heritable - *genes expressed in the brain

 Personal appetite system

 Three layers

 Regulates weight, appetite and metabolism

 Evolved for calorie scarce environment

 Progressively defends against fat loss

*Yeo GSH, Heisler LK. Unraveling the brain regulation of appetite: lessons from genetics. Nat Neurosci. 2012 Oct;15(10):1343–9.

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS REAL DISEASE



The Collision

The

Human
Appetite

System

THE COLLISION

THE HUMAN
APPETITE
SYSTEM

 This ultra-processed
 Sugar-fat-salt-filled
 Ultra portioned,
 Ultra available,
 Advertised to look healthy,
 Brought to-your-door food

environment



• A systematic review that identified 88
independent estimates of BMI heritability
from twin studies (total 140,525 twins)

• BMI heritability estimates from twin
studies =0.75 (75%)

Elks.Variability in the heritability of body mass index: a systematic review and meta-regression Frontiers in
endocrinology, 2012 -

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS HERITABILITY



Loos, R.J.F.,Yeo, G.S.H.The genetics of obesity: from discovery to biology. Nat Rev Genet (2021)

• The central nervous system (CNS) and neuronal
pathways that control the hedonic aspects of food
intake have emerged as the major drivers of body
weight for both monogenic and polygenic obesity.

• Genes that are either enriched or exclusively
expressed within the brain and CNS have a central
role in obesity.

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS CNS



Dagher et al., Neurocognitive and Hormonal Correlates of Voluntary Weight Loss in Humans Cell Metabolism
29, 39–49 January 8, 2019

• Functional MRI in individuals who undertook a
weight-loss regimen

• Calorie restriction led to weight loss and leptin and
ghrelin adaptations

• “Neural Signature” the best predictor of success
was activation in prefrontal cortex during the
regime

• Changes were associated with food cue reactivity in
reward-related brain regions

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS CNS



• Set point / settling point theory

• Reward sensitization

• Dissolution of the connectome

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS PROGRESSIVE



Adapted from Sumithran P et al. N Engl J Med. 2011;365:1597-604.

Significant hormonal changes that favour
weight regain and were still evident a year

later

 Insulin  Leptin
 PYY  CCK
 GLP-1  Ghrelin

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS PROGRESSIVE
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INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS PROGRESSIVE



EXECUTIVE

MOTIVATIONALHOMEOSTATIC

Elks. Frontiers in endocrinology, 2012 -Yengo, L.. Molec Gen., 2018.Yeo GSH. Nat Rev Neurosci, 2012.

BehaviouralTherapy

Medication Surgery

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS TREATMENT



WOULDYOU CONSIDER…

Real disease Not your fault Treatment exists

That struggling with weight
is a real condition that is

mostly genetic, is centered
in the brain, is strongly

influenced by the
environment and is

progressive.

That your past weight loss
efforts were difficult not because
of some flaw in your character, a
lack of willpower or motivation,
the wrong diet or not enough

activity, but instead, because you
were struggling with a real

condition untreated.

Three treatments exist for this
condition.At the foundation is a
behavioural treatment. Often,
safe and effective medication may
be added as another treatment,
and safe and effective surgery

may be added as well.

INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS INVITATION



INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS EVIDENCE

Self-bias is common and may affect outcomes.Assessing for internalized weight bias is
recommended to aid with reducing bias and encouraging achievable expectations

LEVEL 2 – GRADE B

Coping strategies consistent with the principles of cognitive behaviour therapy and
acceptance and commitment therapy can help mitigate against internalized weight bias

LEVEL 1B – GRADE A

Pearl RL, Puhl RM. The distinct effects of internalizing weight bias: An experi- mental study. Body Image. 2016;17:38-42. doi:10.1016/j.bodyim.2016.02.002. Mensinger JL, Calogero RM, Tylka TL. Internalized
weight stigma moderates eating behavior outcomes in women with high BMI participating in a healthy living program. Appetite. 2016;102:32-43. doi:10.1016/j.appet.2016.01.033. Murakami JM, Latner JD. Weight
acceptance versus body dissatisfaction: Effects on stigma, perceived self-esteem, and perceived psychopathology. Eat Behav. 2015;19:163-167. doi:10.1016/j.eatbeh.2015.09.010. Lee M, Ata RN, Brannick MT.
Malleability of weight-biased attitudes and beliefs: A meta-analysis of weight bias reduction interventions. Body Image. 2014;11(3):251-259. doi:10.1016/j.bodyim.2014.03.003. Schvey NA, Puhl RM, Brownell KD.
The impact of weight stigma on caloric consumption. Obesity. 2011;19(10):1957-1962. doi:10.1038/oby.2011.204.



INTERNALIZED WEIGHT BIAS EVIDENCE

Healthcare providers should assess their own attitudes and beliefs regarding obesity and
consider how their attitudes and beliefs may influence care delivery

LEVEL 1A - GRADE A

Healthcare providers should recognize that internalized weight bias (bias towards oneself)
in people living with obesity can affect behavioural and health outcomes

LEVEL 2A - GRADE B

RLee M, Ata RN, Brannick Malleability of weight-biased attitudes and beliefs: A meta-analysis of weight bias reduction interventions. Body Image. 2014;11(3):251-259. doi:10.1016/j.bodyim.2014.03.003. Pearl RL,
Puhl RM. The distinct effects of internalizing weight bias: An experimental Body Image. 2016;17:38-42. doi:10.1016/j.bodyim.2016.02.002. Murakami JM, Latner Weight acceptance versus body dissatisfaction:
Effects on stigma, perceived self-esteem, and perceived psychopathology. Eat Behav. 2015;19:163-167. doi:10.1016/j.eatbeh.2015.09.010. Mensinger JL, Calogero RM, Tylka Internalized weight stigma
moderates eating behavior outcomes in women with high BMI participating in a healthy living program. Appetite. 2016;102:32-43. doi:10.1016/j.appet.2016.01.033. Olson CL, Schumaker HD, Yawn Overweight
women delay medical care. Arch Fam Med. 1994;3(10):888-892. doi:10.1001/archfami.3.10.888.



Summary

1. Obesity is a real medical condition that is mostly genetic, is centered
in the brain, is strongly influenced by the environment and is
progressive.

2. People living with obesity are subject to bias, stigma and
discrimination leading to impaired quality of life and these serve as
an obstacle to treatment for a disease that is not their fault.

3. Effective, ethical, expert treatment exists for this condition
characterized by three pillars; Behavioural/CBT therapy, Medication
and Surgery



W E I G H T M A N AG E M E N T P RO G R A M

B E H AV I O R A L T R E AT M E N T M O D U L E S

These modules represent the basics and
principles of obesity treatment

www.macklinmethod.com
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